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did

If you feel like a slave to your neverending to-do list, now might just
be the moment to hit pause…
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UNWINDING WELLBEING
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s the summer comes to an
end and life gets back into
a routine, it’s all too easy
to find yourself back on
a treadmill of constant work, family
and social commitments. But what if
you just did nothing for a change?
When did you last take a moment
that was truly to yourself, with no
distractions? Some of our favourite
wellbeing experts reveal their tricks
for injecting some much-needed
laziness into our hectic lives…

Why are we
so busy?
These days people seem to wear their
busyness as a badge of honour, but
where have we developed this habit?
‘From generation to generation,
we have been passed these thoughts
that date back to wartime,’ says Lisa
Hawkyard, mindset expert and coach
(lisahawkyard.com). ‘We are praised
for keeping going when in fact this
can cause so much damage mentally
and physically.’ Lisa has seen a rise
in clients who feel overwhelmed.

Time to take 10?
Carving time out for yourself can often
feel self-indulgent, but doing so can
make you more productive, healthier and
happier. ‘Every 90 minutes our minds
naturally rest and we go into a daydream
state, helping the unconscious processes
of healing, learning and growth,’ says
psychotherapist and hypnotherapist
Nick Davies (ndhypnotherapy.com). ‘If
you power through, you activate your
body’s “stress response”, increasing
your heart rate and blood pressure,’ he
explains. What’s more, giving your brain
some downtime can lead to great ideas.
‘Doing nothing is pretty much essential
if we’re to harness our creativity,’ says
Hilda Burke, psychotherapist and author
of The Phone Addiction Workbook. It’s
often why solutions to your problems
will pop into your head during a shower
or walk. Turn over for the four key
me-time drainers to watch out for…
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How to manage it

‘Look around you next time you’re
standing at an ATM. How many
people are doing nothing? My guess
is that 80% will be on their
phone,’ says Hilda. ‘As
smartphone users, we’re
neither focusing fully
nor allowing our minds
to rest. Both states are
compromised.’ When
we’re scrolling through
emails or apps, our brains
enter a state that is the least
productive and least relaxing mode,
leaving us feeling depleted.

Dedicate an allotted time for emails
and being on your phone – that way,
the rest of the day can be focused on
other daily tasks and free up
me time. Turning off push
notifications will also help
to stay off technology
when you don’t need
to be on it. ‘Adopt set
hours of the day that are
device-free,’ advises Lisa.
Many smartphones now
have the option to schedule
‘downtime’ (eg, evenings) when
you’re not alerted to notifications.

Multitasking

Other people

When our to-do list is as long as our
arm, we soon find ourselves feeling
overwhelmed and try to juggle multiple
tasks. ‘A scattergun approach is not
going to be sustainable in the long run
– you’ll end up feeling burnt-out as you
knee-jerk react to everything that comes
your way,’ warns business coach Linda
Davies-Carr (themasterfixer.com).
‘Rushing from one task to the next
without pausing to rest doesn’t help us
do our best work,’ says Val Mattinson,
creative business coach and wellbeing
mentor. ‘It causes us to overlook
important details. When we stop
rushing, we make fewer mistakes
because we’re more focused.’

Sometimes, it’s not our behaviours that
are standing in our way, but others’.
‘We spend much of our days working
to others’ timetables, whether it’s our
boss, partner or children, so try to
find a couple of times a week to do
something just for you,’ says Alex Crow,
NLP practitioner and hypnotist. Trying to
please all people all the time will leave
you feeling exhausted.

How to manage it
Focus on one task at a time and avoid
the temptation to hop from one job to
another. ‘I enjoy batching my to-do
list and blocking out sections on my
calendar to concentrate on one task
only,’ says Linda. ‘Be realistic about
what you’re capable of doing
at a given time – the most
organised people give
themselves tasks that
they are capable of
performing while still
managing to push
themselves,’ she says.
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How to manage it
Turning down obligations may be hard
at first – you might wrongly feel that

you’re being rude – but it’s key to
developing personal boundaries.
‘Learning how to say no does not
mean that you are a failure, or that you
don’t know how to manage your time
properly,’ says Linda. ‘Saying no is the
smart way to prioritise activities that will
bring you the most benefit.’
Book in some time for yourself –
but treat it like an important appointment.
‘You have to look at taking a break as
an investment in your own health – it’s
like going to the gym. You spend an hour
doing something that will later have
multiple benefits to your brain and your
body. Schedule that time into the diary
so you can’t forget about it.’

Social media

How to manage it

Seeing an endless highlight reel of
your Facebook friends’ achievements,
holidays and events acts as a constant
reminder of the things we could or
should be doing. ‘Unless we are
consciously aware that the majority
only post the successes, it can be so
easy to get lost in the fake-ness that it
can be,’ explains Lisa. ‘The more we
look for the successes to
compare to that we may not be
good enough, successful
enough, then that’s exactly what
we will see,’ she says.

Remember that we are all on our own
journey. ‘What is happening for one is
not necessarily happening for another.
It doesn’t mean that you are incapable
– it simply means that you are in your
own lane, moving at your pace,’ says
Lisa. ‘If we take a step back and know
that we are where we are meant to be,
it takes the pressure off.’ It can help to
mute people who make you feel bad, or
list your own achievements. ‘Look back
over the last year of your own journey
– that is your truth, not a screenshot
of an edited reality,’ says Lisa.
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Relax your way

Find your downtime
Do you prefer time alone, or do you thrive around friends? ‘There are many
factors, from how extroverted or introverted we are to how much we get
from certainty versus change,’ says life coach Marie Houlden. Do the quiz
below, and then read the section on the right that matches your personality.

Start
No

Do you always
enjoy the company
of others?

Are you too busy
creating something
amazing?

No

Yes
Do you love
seeing things
through?

Yes

Yes

You’re an
artistic type

You’re a
work wonder

No

Got a massive
workout planned?

Yes

No

Is a night out the
highlight of your
week?

No
Yes

You’re a
fitness fiend
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Do you like
taking risks?
You’re a social
butterfly

No
Yes

WORK WONDERS
While most are snoozing their
alarms, you’re ready for another
goal-achieving day. However, work
doesn’t have to be your only focus.
‘Volunteering will give similarly
purposeful feelings, and provide
health benefits – a Carnegie Mellon
University study revealed volunteers
have lower blood pressure and
a longer lifespan,’ says Marie.

SOCIAL
BUTTERFLIES
You’re extroverted by nature, so
you get a boost from being around
others. However, you should avoid
being sapped by others’ moods.
Around 70% of our energy is
emotional, so if a friend is down,
build distraction amid the deep
chats with a dance class, or watch
a comedy to help lift the spirits.

FITNESS FIENDS
Whether it’s a long walk or a gym
class, you need a regular session
to feel happy. But what kind
depends on if you’re an introvert
or extrovert. For introverts, ‘A yoga
class will help you connect with
your intuitive side, and allow you
to stretch and repair,’ Marie says.
However, if you’re more extroverted,
‘Set up a running club with friends,
or book in regular workouts and
stick to them.’ Mix up your exercise
routine to curb boredom.

ARTISTIC TYPES

Yes

Are you more into
meditation?

We all let go in different ways –
here are Marie’s suggestions…

No

From crafting to museum visits,
you’re all about solitary experiences
that educate and enrich you. But
the detail of life can get you down
and skipping essential admin
can create stress. So apply your
creativity to keeping on top of tasks
– opt for a gorgeous diary with
plenty of room for genius ideas.
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